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The Message Hold Up To The
Speeding Train On a Willow Hoop

The whistling ranger withdraws into reunion.
Without a word he walks away
into that grove of trees,
his suede jacket and their leaves
one sunlit dissolving.
I feared the light of dusk
when I believed in the sun as I would believe
in someone’s mind. Yet still,
though I do not fear it, it is at that time
that I exchange uncertain facts with my friends.
Mountains-to—be-climbedare mentioned, and snowglistens in our eyes when we talk of them,
their snow. The sun is older,
its trembling, reward- ointing rays,than the one point of light I dreamed
silently moving in fog(Yet still at six I turn on
the crystal chandelier,
the yellow lantern-light,
the deep red li hts u held
by Rebecca an Iacoli)
awakened me distantly . ..

Outlined in dawn,
a shadow, against it gleaming
3 fish on a string.

 
Punishment

1
Language has no face, only hair-
on the brown skull like the word Africa-
honey-vinegar-mustaxdcolor-
The wild Americanpig in the reeds
white circles of echo bleats.
A monkey, answering makes
mocha mistakes. The pith-
helmeted hunter hears-
Nueva York in his 1-handled ears.
Natives charm the uture with their knuckles.
Successive passes lure the quarry in
as no intense love cartridged and triggered.
The safari is at one of its clear rings.
Light later than the sun
burnishes the lower leaves
of snake trees like a Tarnhelm.

2
Unrolling in their thin dark skin like snails on their tails
your eyes glazed yellowishly on this lake-
reflected winter sunlight faecting
the Hex and leather of a rider on a narrow
legend in the mind—the snow there bright and near,
resisting the imprint of the horse, as he is riding,
drifting— And the snow is the legend.
Bright and near,
bright and far, the snowy mountains in the lake-
the mirror where the telephone is ringing.

3
Uptown the ten-car train lunges into the lake
witha hiss of steam, in car y car it darkens (I take
the “D” to 59th, the 7th Ave. Express) :1 his-
s an amber light (if he is right) this
he secretly reads) the red
lights on the local
pinkened in the tunnel to dull reflectors
are dark as garnet-in-the-rough on the trestle
at 125th St. — And the flanged



 

wheel strikes sun's
s ks from the rails-insparks
0 light, sparks of ice fly—

in ice, mist—and dark where the stars shine
like signals in the tunnel— In local windows —

the man with a lantern and a piclcaxe’s seen-  
 

In the brightwork the polishing rag fails to brighten The Meteor
corroded oxides of copper and zinc32$ geiigilgtfifijzigfitzfi there is no beginning,no theory

of dancing, the stars, do not seem to dance.shirted and shanghaied—- The man The stars dance’ and fa“. one fellwith a lantern and a piclcaxe’s seen for-
wardships of thefur-throatedBritish passengers-
In the bright- -

work the mottled bri er
streaks are the li hte
cabins, and a dar line the line of the bow-
and a paleness in the brass the arching ice
where rereflected phantasms strike
at the actual radiant expressions.

at night, in Arizona. Oxidized iron & nickel
entered a desert site sunrise lit. . . at dawn,
the cars on the dusty roads, ranchers,
a salesman driving thru to LA. . . .

A prospector in a cave heard it.

Scientists from the University in a white
station wagon, slam of the car door,
the tall scientist in a brown suit,

 

the 2 younger scientists with equipment...
I mean there's no business

Now there's rock & metal for anything *0 be caught
5. flesh 5. blood

I

out in the whiteness
Qgjnafime - dancing... astar...
6: rhythm l

Objectivity won't hold anything in line with truth.
6: words go round the head 3

like news. I'm drunk i . . . 8. star fell. ‘A STAR FELL.
on gin 6: time-
there's a star in the air *
5, no rhyme. - in the desert, with momentary advantages

V over the elements, the abilityto record
oh, hell -‘ in rock, our visions

is quiet, . in the starlight to see the meteor by.
21st of Iune, the first day of summer-

Bird's V J
ivy in the alley, a '

brick wall, 6: on
23rd St. the gleaming wires.

 

Where we are,

& hands to hold high
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The Implicit Acknowledgements
On Ohio 113 my soul flew out of the back of my neck.
up in a tree.
I walked all night with a suitcase.
A blister on my finger broke and hardened
to a callus in Pennsylvania.
Weak flesh, breaking a hardening, dawn

thru tunnels on the & drinking
‘cofiee’ at the service area, I sensed
air sun 5: sweat as one,

it waited, 2 wks. in New York, for the eventual

Then last night, on 8th Ave., ‘seeing’
the close lettered signs & quick
pale faces,

the implicit acknowledgements
returned, and my soul,
an interior breeze.

(I have started smoking again too.)

the larlcs
of the upper left thigh

Who designed the mind so it could sieve
holes in paper? Why words

that end, why don't they
take me. yet.

for how long have I wanted

an end object? To say
this to you, and damned to all the freaks

8

(For an)

 

Then enough nature
is melted, and season after season
has dumped rain, snow, sun (and after sun,

snow, and when you
expect

love, it is
sun or rain) melts:

Grossamer thread
spider

that from his heavy
constructions

hangs in sadness, seeing
the earth turn brown and white,

help me, show me,
I am willing
to let it all go,

e, the pen writes,
the e, of even

Valentine
The flowers are careful of their roots,
and I have only you to talk to.
It is unfinished business,_ and the flowers
are careful of their roots, but there is
not enough water, there is
never enough water.
Arizona uses
more water than I can imagine,hair fine,

the line
straight to the heart.

Rococo, and barbed with a little hook.
(The flowers use more heart than I can talk.)

Rococo. That and your voice,
breathingfree

and in this icy mind
there is a kind of a thaw.
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A False Start

If I will listen
I will hear you
because the famous song
is short.

Flowers
where you can't be.
A funeral.
The dogs are vicious
and the children
impatient, or stare
at a iece.of jewelry.
All sexual
is uphill, they carry
a piece of stone.
The flowers are examples
of what has been said,

your head.
That is cocked

by the sun.
It is down to

this piece of grass.
those

eyes. The victims
are where something to drink
has gotten cold.

Still
You aren't through with them.
Fine, it is fancy,but fancy
is grass, their
grass. It can be used

es.parvtllhatever you call it,
this has no use. Nor are
the children, children
any more. It is something
for which a man would
shut his eyes, open his ears.
for which the night would be
Spanish.

GEORGE STANLEY

 

THE OPENING OF THE FIELD by Robert Duncan
[Grove Press. L95)

BILLY THE KID by Jaclt Spicer
(Enlridu Surrogate: Unpriced)

These books are manuals of beliefs, what Duncan and Spicer
hold to be true aesthetically are made manifest in their poems,
moreso perha s than in the poems of any other poet with the excep-
tion of Poun . This is not to compare them with Pound, not to
say thattheir “subject matter” is the same. Rather, to show thatthey
are really concerned with what they say in manifestoes and perhaps
conversation: they are not jiving you, they mean this, it is made
concrete in the work presented here.

If you come here with some idea of being illumined, some
notion of being able to use what these men present, you go away
with the bag empty, they don't have anything that you can take
home withyou to your wife or lover: you can't answer theboss back
out of these lines. You can answer back bosses, wives and lovers
that exist in verse with what is here, these men are what used to
be called “poets' poets’. I don't mean thatonly poets will get it. etc.,
but that the essence of what they are saying is of use in the poem,
and there only. Duncan's book is a revelation, almost wholly,of his
own poetic beliefs, as the blurb says ‘I make poetry as other men
make war or make love or make states or revolutions: to exercise
my faculties at large.” I mean beliefs as distinct from what he may
believe as a man, e.g. ROBERT DUNCAN: THE MAN AND HIS
WORK, etc., or, you make up a title. That is, Duncan the poet and
Duncan the man are one thing. Not so amazing, we maybe all are,
but important in view of the verse given. For if poems are made up
of sum totals of experience, etc. etc., then Duncan's experience is
the poem. As a magician or shaman or priest, their actions, cannot
be separated out from their “vocations”, so Duncan's actions as
made concrete in his verse cannot be peeled away from his voca-
tion. His life takes sha from the fact that he writes poems, the

poems are about his Ii e, which is writing poems: and on and on,
ilce the old salt box with the picture of the woman holding a salt

box which has a picture of a woman holding a salt box which has
a picture of a woman holding a salt box which has. . .

Not to imply that this is poetry “devoid of real values’, blah.
blah. This is sublime poetry, it does deal with what men are truly
involved in, all men: but it deals with this in terms of what these
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acts of reality have to do with the making of art. Or to bring Spicer
into it, he says, in his After Lorca, “I would like to make poems
out of real objects. The lemon to be a lemon that the reader could
cut or squeeze or taste—a real lemon like a news per in a collage is
a real newspaper." The real and the artificial, e world and what
is made out of it, interacting, out of it the aestheticgrows:

But then, my life has come round to dwell in the problematic,
to seek those forms that allow for the most various feelings in
one, so thata book is more than a poem, and a life-workis more
than a book, yet they have no other instance than a word.”

Duncan in The New American Poetry

Duncan, easily,a great teacher, a mind of overwhelming bril-
liance: the movement of the verse worth paying the closest atten-
tion to, no matter that it encloses his "ideas"—the enclosure is
meticulous and we can all get from it a freshness of language, a
mastery of the line that it would be wise to consider scrupulously:
a conscious mastery, another refreshment, Duncan knows and will
tell you, that's ok.

By stress and syllable
by change-rhyme and contour
we let the long line pace even awkward to its period.
The short line
we refine
and keep for candor.

That it doesn’t take your head oil, that's ok too, it's not:

that we are all late
in a slow time,
that we grow up many
And the single
is not easily
known

—0lson

but then, it's not supposed to be. For what it is driving towards, it
succeeds, more than Spicer, thatwill be later, his Billy The Kid suf-
{crs from a kind of flippant sarcasm that overshadows the best por-
tions of the poem and makes the worst what they are. But Duncan
is very much there, I mean that, there, not here. One can imagine
12

 

him strolling, or even sitting in the grass with a book, almost pas-
toral, or Continental, there is that sense of relaxation, a coming
to terms with life as art, art as life, life, art, take your pick, at any
rate of equanimity thatmaybe lets Rexroth call him “a member of
the international aoant-garde." Except:

We go whatever route to run un-
obstructed. A city without seasons

may bug in man who needs thundtrstorms,
snow, frost-bitten leaves, to drive away

stagnant August.

For whom are the holy mafins of the heart ringing?
Noble men in the quiet of mornin hear
Indians singing the continent's vio ent requiem.

O O O

This land, where I stand, was all legend
in my grandfathers’time:

I would have to be utterly convinced thatthis is akin to the “inter-
national aoant-garde.’ This isn't the complegnte of a man who is
angered because he doesn't have a refrigerator, or because he
worked for 20 pesos a week for United Fruit, not that that has no
validity as cornpleynte, Christ, maybe the most validity: the point
I make is that this is the speech of a native American, concerned
with an America that has sold out,_that is gross and hopeless and
at the same time, his. As certainly native as WCWs:

America the olden!
with trick an money

damned
like Alt eld sick

an molden
we love thee hitter

land

ok, the rhythmsare diflerent,and the she as of anger and ineptitude
against what is around them difierent, but they have both dnmk
Coca-Cola, etc.

Or, the position made salient by Duncan himself:
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1, late at night, facing the page
writing my fancies in a literal age.

The key word here, fancies: you will get throw}: 1f_you think*1)“
Duncan means caprice, etc. Closer to it in my mmd IS the meaning
as in Whitman’; Goodbye, My Fancy: absolutely what one cares

for. Duncan's care is for a reality and cleanliness of_ language.
wrestled with so that it will contain his cares: you cant ask more
than that, the verse is strong, it is also so utterly Dnncans V0108

that the poems need not even be signed: and that.again strengthens
the idea of Duncan as magician or priest: ‘one thinks the monks
paintings (frescoes) that are still extant in monasteries, unsigned
because the work done was not thought of as product but as a nec-

essary development of the monks’ various gifts: celebrations.

]ack Spiccr likes Billy The Kid. he_doesn’t like what “we” have
made of him: but in thatdislike he malms his poem with stufi 111"’-I

Will you dance, Our Lady,
Dead and unexpected?
Billy wants you to dance
BillWillshoot the heels ofi your shoes if you don't dance
Billy
Being dead also wants
Fun.

No real lemons here: no lemons at all if it comes to that: Some,
as it’s phrased, “pedestrian verse”. But then, we get to Section IX_:
111 quote it in full because it’s the one thing in the poem that Is

really worth the poem:

So the heart breaks
Into small shadows
Almost so random
They are meaningless
Like a diamond
Has at the center of it a diamond
Or a rock
Rock.
Being afraid
Love asks its bare question-
I can no more remember

14

 

What brought me here
Than bone answers bone in the arm
Or shadow sees shadow-
Deathward we ride in the boat
Like someone canoemg'
In a small lake
Where at either end
There are nothingbut pine-branches-
Deathward we ride in the boat
Broken-hearted or broken-bodied
The choice is real. The diamond. I
Ask it.

The 10 sections of the poem do not really connect: but that
is Spicer’s design at any rate, as shown in his After Lorca. But we
don't have the connection of ideogrammatic fragments as in EP:
what we have here is almost total disconnection, these are really
10 difierent poems. And that's ok, too, except that to be taken as
one long poem, it doesn't make it: not that there is no connection
but granting that, that there is such a disparity of quality in the un-
oonnnected pieces, there is an alternation of flippancy and sub-
limity, like in the above poem, that the poem really, as a whole,
doesn’t have thespread for. You can’t recover enough, on re-reading,
for maybethe5th or 6th time, you start to skip pieces becausetheybrirég you down, jolt your mood, or the poenzfs mood, and then you
rea a point at which you don't miss the pieces that you skipped
and then you reach a point at which you don't even want them:
ok, ill-reading? I don't think so: there is a too-great discrepancy
in tonal quality here for the length of the work, such ranges of
emotional variance need a poem twice as long. However, it’s worth
reading, one wishes Spicer would get over his "unworldly" posture
and publish more: Billy The Kid invites you.

GILBERTSORRENTINO

 



 

No. IV Orgasms
' ‘ck d t th vomitoriumL1l(e8.S1 oga rgseintheshit

—considering
the defects inherent in all

art-form:
our own national dome ,

the berm“
of Praxiteles misses a hand

San Francisco’s shaky can and ‘venus'
'busted (still hear those screams from Venus!

padthatniteheturneddogandfried
tochewherinsidesout)

So that
Iha.vecometobuildup0|1mY°""‘

mistakes
thefts

lies
half mud in the half light

(straining over the bad reproduction)
to see if I can see myself

among those sooty frescoes
_in the transepts (Franciscan baslllcll

0 cimabue 0 kakum
clout look back

from yr. upper air
the sun has blotted out

. _the convulsion of the ant:-chnst
figure estures of mournin womeng and the terrifie Jews

to a tnimpet blast qualcing the tombs open
to a cosmic terror

DEVICE
this a design; a Plan to; a

;.-make on the brain:
a pattern; an/and

;arrangement of parts
WHAT I'M TELLING YOU IS

- forget it

 

. .purlieux
structural facts, these are

purloind,
that's a word back for it,

from the colosseum
(along with n.Alexander of the hot books & the rest)

to build no to
construct danm you

a Farnese Palace (Michelangelo knew they were hot
same as the ‘bish' knew at lied
under oath with norman alias reserve

Rex ‘aleiisanda who knew no greekand (sic) books covered wall
to wall

-—marked 6: fixed
a further design to lure you into

the poem housing
Edison Marbles

passages from old narratives
structural lies covered by concrete

facing a brown painted over
White House

and Washington
a painting to outline
“the virginian geese”

-— is it
or later it was at Brainlree,

— where one spoke of our monuments
over a hot dog in a howardjohnson drive sitin

where the sluiceway sluices in
and out of the ex landscape

of VVinslow Homer w/additional
ra , rava esPeg g

of the rampant r’s of the
palette knife

which the poet used
as device

9. concealed device to
trigger the look

(at the N.H. state
looney bin when the poet told

17
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the inmates to go home they were
not crazy they were free

and they clapped the poet in
for(said) observation)

but when I was in they consulted me too
on the Rorschach

the child's mind to the amazement of
doctors of study-the-mind

they wanted to see with me

as I saw the red bull mountin the
pink horses and the gnomes

indeterminate sexes doing a whirligig
in the shaded areas

a Rx to you cassandra
and to you Tiresias

and increase to

650 mili. g’s the
thorazine brealdng the music

(March 17, 1959
at the still ' t
of the wor

where all

begins
P
ends

?
before light

]ack Wieners remember that night
give him thorazine too

edison co. cut off the juice
Grihadto finishyr. poem
by gas lite

shadow hov'd abt. what i wrote

give him thorazine
and pull the shades 1957

femfimber remember 1) 2! 3)
4,5,6, ...alpha, beta, delta, epsilon.

gamma:ithaca, troy
hiroshima

give them thorazine too

cessation

 

why

the tower, 16 the
basilica 326,

per order of constantine
old peters (st.) upside down

give them thorazine too
why ,wh ,

vy vy vere you valkin
in date rhain vy

did you try
to than avey

increase dere torahzine
too

haptein ,

apt , lllfue the

card II
card V

which which way's
the way (mr. P.)

give him thorazine too
is via the door

why is it
(watching me eyeshands making notes on charts

‘ vell you reading
der magazine is upsidedown '

(little man w/middy blouse
conversing W/bugs on the walls

increase his thorazine too
why

what is proper is
covered at the

narthex central
and the high vaulted ceiling(early 16th cent.) give it

thorazine too
the way( tao)

is thru the Tau's tail
(covered)

for the sheep and other to be led
thorazined to the

(sortie book on art)? —

showing the obscured mosiacs

“SP

19)
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after the habylonian wedding cake
and a great fuss abt. domes

(you must not sit in one place
too long — so we walk in a

concentric pattern till
even the pills get confused 1 pink 1 tiny

white and 2 200 mg.
that’s thorazine i know

vell U taryc to rhun avay dats
vhy U R stille hear

and today are you still hearing the voices

a test: . . .
how did you remember
your mother hot ? cold?

hotcold coldhot veryhot verycold
soft hard very hard soft

a red shirt smiles and
says: ‘gotta gimme there’

Cold
‘no Walker’s the name

yours
whats that greelc you

look like a fuckin’ greek'
the somber attire w/privileges
on the grounds

but dont get too far
away because consulting the watch

the glance at the chart
you have to take your thorazine

says nothing for his shoes speak
“squeek squeek" his rubber sole(soul)

as against neolite theology that
if memory holds would be

which brings me back to the early
16th cent and the new st. peters
and the obscured mosiacs and the
mind like a nympho chasing manicheans
(today they took the bug converser

to a restraining cell

 

“.'.1/3/60 ..it ma seem stran e that the fire proof masonryvaults used with sudh skill by thg Roman architects were not
employed over Christian buildings . . . . . for there is evidence
that such structural methods were practiced even later than
the time when the first churches were built. ."

8/30/60 Medfield State Hos
dear Iaclc; i think the man's head is still at the

narthex transept and his food tied abt. where the
Bish’s chair the snakes and the rest of the abracadabra—
saying in brief the way up to nave is really down.

.

c.u. in the head. stevie
p.s. must tell you when i see you abt. the five pent(up)angels

in the pentagon
yrs. the grene frelre

Tensone With Relenf

My things
it is high time we put on

a disreputable face
& circulated

out among that unmanageable din
of verse makers

let us speak in strict'ure of
tersa rima

concerning their un-
metrical skills

let us recite at them in
outrageous meters

Oh to hell with them 5: really, you know
.

nothing will ever come of all this
a barking dog seldom bites
and anyway above them slowly

if on want to feel this with me
moves the s ow waters of the Styx
and we know their voices will

ultimately drown
in heavy odors of pig fat, besides.

21
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Discourse
In Plato's dialogues

Socrates spoke
of that love enraging youth

to exceed the speed limits
set by law

or when lacking motor vehicles they
rape, which is a joke,

or plunder drug stores
cigarette or other

vending machines
for nickles and dimes which,

if not in the meanwhileapprehended by
the all efficient

local police, they
lavish on teenage girls with snatchm

choclcd full ov giggles. Properly channeld
ov course this energy could be

directed
into color design if not

to the arrangement of particulars
in the g.eagerly anticipated,

American Poem. But then,
he was an old man

when he spoke thus
so why smite the breast

thinidng to rebuke the soul. Besides
his boys were

mostly s imbued
with their hig toned arete which
could never apply in this

our so late R ublic where
dogs an cats stand,

tails between their legs to await
the law of equal dispensation. It's as tho’,

within the organic structure
gangrene has long set in.

 

To A Sfrayed Cat
5 months you were destitute
Destitute

and w/o that traffic of loves
who now pursue U
I tool: you in
yr verses I taught

my acute footwork
yr sentences to perculate
the flute and woodnotes wild

to pipe and trill
instructed you the sldll

torefine

of the metric
well tu1'n'd

the unalterahle line

Ah, but that was, as you'd say,‘the past’ and anyhow now
in the ‘big city’ you have

attracted numerous critics of whom

anthologized you
But the bed you slept in

does not lie vacant
new fauns have come to my crags

one has recently
“doom of Atreus"

to try my tender fem shoots
Lettherebedeepwoodsbetweenus
and a briar thicket impasse inthebeyond.

 



 

A Long Poem For Jack Spicer
BOOK ONE

What matters
Everything matters
matters matters and

matter’: infinity
The eating does not or

rather it does
the acts

in the apocryphus
“john”

does for us today
as does your

‘Blue horse" Jack
it is deep as your

California where they say
you see stars everyday

it is Klee’s fucking machine
where you see

mechanical birds
ball on wireless wire
thin as Demetefs hair

or nearer our own
Waters

“]im" we call him
‘Ethyl’

when he gets'on’
his high ‘horse’

in his southern hi says
"A’hm a dc. purist

been down to Kentucky where they
all go to

‘kick’ the horse
I continue:
The least is the most

but “to blow the sentence
pure and real”

as you would have it
only last night
I saw
the colored Bird
lay dead on
Alan's ice box

 

It was here
the poem began

where you left it
in a narrow passagewaywedged in between a super market
and the American classic

five & ten
up two flights

in a junlde's kitchen
we heard

Tristano
"R.I.P. for Bird"

Eating did not matter
how could it

emanating from the heads about me
who eats the concept

the concept results from
too little eating

The immaculate
conception in the gutter
of his dirty mind
driving an old Ford

the jew
his horn

the gold’n sax
he blows at sundown

against the wall for effect
wails

his lamentations
—always Egyptian shit

helps get the blues said
the jew thinks

as there's matter
It

bugs him
“upstairs”
where he has a thing goin’ roun’

in the head
the white dinge we have
raised to universal

he cannot chew it,he
cannot digest it
he cannot even

realize on it
Thinking.

 



1 he cannot rid himself I the tower  short of death is Gertrude Stein
The blues always ;_ is the mouthpiece

: the blues i is God
! the violet ; is

goings on in a Chagall .

for the love 'ov Pete
‘ is not the fantastic 5 for the love 'ov Mike

5 from a norse head ,’
these age. __

' CHORUS
thmgs _‘ big daddy big daddy

his cocks all have
ten percent ofi

Thinking.
= you's the greatest you’s the most

swingin' yo big stick hit it
mr. man

the negation hit it yes yes
Of immaculate

.
mr. man you’s the coolest

,
°°“°°P5°“

.

you's the most yes yes mr. man you’s itE .
a snake coils about ;

.3’ the core of all objects 1 BOOK TWOl " all our Picasgfashm eyes destroys Spica
:i for us kills thinyog krgtshgirs
: the Bird , even fades ' "° §O 3?} S gaying

the blues of our terra ccgtltla; El _ urm something. it
.

.' has fi redth t I ' 3“
.

the immaculatee mncep ‘S we

V th thegew fingers
Y conception pure, unrealized ,

e saxogngre I
e

: it stands out embarrassing } h t Gabe f. gay
‘ ' the lie the lie is _~

as opsychgopposition to change it
, anal

. . . . yzed before
1 Edismfs

us the whxte hght of
_ mounting the logic31

5 first bulb bursting now I tmnks
stepladder he

i above the regfehllletzlls about me I below the P°°P1°
«Eureka» make themselves air

’
. . .

3‘ " h
~ agam they have then’ magrc word yea

.

1 they have and so they have seen
theyrea:;;o::er:alm..

l a great light ‘ the fingers always
’

In the interval the fish ' speetlgg fingers distmsfing
. .

has gone out I they are busy pointing out

1

water 15 come In
th be has i

..the thing the thing»
- uni‘ .

6 cu no statements questionsorrmty
.

3 always questions
%

  



 

and the high raise
of the shoulder blades

the Bosphorus and spider hair
has stopped

thinking
“no one down there

to see"
the hooked nose
Co Bird

go be neo-classical blow
be the Bird of

varied hue be
and swing it like Mr.

Iaclcson
move like a Picasso

til it stops
and it falls the rock
that was not

a Picasso sun in your belly
it was a Faustian pact fraud
you're no bird you're 9.
misnomer a. busted fowl
on a speckled mound

mid-pacific of the loan sharks
Mel,Hey

Mel,Christ,man, the lights red!"
the eyeglasses stops us

“always
matters

matters
what matters
what matters

the hock shop by five
gotta get my horn ,

man”
yellow go

on green
the hook nose
holding up

the eyeglasses let us thru
jew,no

traflic cop reminded him
the analyzerhad a

hook supporting
.

°3’°8‘.“”°‘had a thing going on
"Why

why why
so I think

think
can't la m horn

for thinking P y y

haha that’s it ,1 think.”
Mel becomes a ain as

hehasa ysbeenandl
beside him

in an old Ford
2 white ' educlzfhewed a bit in the pastems

(I am a Poet
between poems

sick
when I can’t blow

everything matters
until

when from middle C I hear
the jam session of all things past
my head itself is

the universe
I blow

light
makes it breaks it

up makes
us planets we swing into ken

keeps it moving
Niel, it's dark

put on the headlights”
Mondrian

what happens to a
straight line in time

The Snake
The Second Part

started when I picked up
from the car seat,a disk
with a make on it

and Mel wanted to eat
and get his horn out of hock

from my brain

 



l
I
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the snake uncoils the Poem
-as from the post mortem of Lionel Iohnson

the whiskey rose
In the springtime of the Poem

distant thunder arouses
the mind to

unfold beckons all takers
the center oonceals,ooiled

to strike
the snake

it
down ' vitinus Inpuns

as the mortal odtgn is
I, too, am drawn

pulled by these repetition!
of Saturday heads about me

Everythin mattersg what one is eating
who eats
theeating thatdoes not matter

It.
you cannot see,unless with me

you are back
at Alan's the night the Bird

lay dead on the white
ice box

confronting a Van Gogh farmhouse the
trees fields the veryatmosphere itself

consuming itself ,Man
Look

beyond your own miserable death things
who sings R.I.P. for a cool

planet who
in the face of Mars

Venus or Neptune slams
shut the coflin lid

who
making up the mind making up

the Rest
In Peace ,defies

gravity even graves
to have nothing to go on.

STEVE]0NAS
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The Cut up Method of Brion Gysla
At a surrealist rally in the l920's Tristan Tzara the man from nowhere
proposed to create a poem on the spot by pulling words out of a hat.
A riot ensued wrecked the theatre. André Breton expelled Tristan Tzara
from the movement and grounded the cut ups on the Freudian couch.
In the summer of I95‘? Brion Gysin painter and writer cut news per
articles into sections and rearranged the sections at random. Min To
Go resulted from this initial cut up experiment. Minutes To Go contains
unedited unchanged cut ups emerging as quite coherent and meaningful

rose.
he cut u method brings to writers the college which has been used by

painters or fifty years. And used b the moving and still camera. In tact
all street shots from movie or stil cameras are b the unpredictable
factors of passers b and juxtaposition cut ups. An photogra hers will
tell you that often t eir best shots are accidents. .

.writers willtell on
the same. The best writing seems to be done almost by accident ut
writers until the cut up method was made explicit—{all writing is in fact
cut ups. I will return to this point)—had no we to produce the accident
of spontaneity. You can not will spontaneity. ut you can introduce the
unpredictable spontaneous factor with a pair of scissors.
The method is simple. Here is one way to do it. Take a page. Like this
page. Now cut down the middle and cross the middle. You have ‘four
sections: l 2 3 4.

. .one two three four. Now rearrange the
sections lacin section tour with section one and section two with
section t ree. gxnd you have a new page. Sometimes it says much the
same thing. Sometimes something quite different—[cuttin up political
speeches is an interesting exercise}—-in any case you will tind that it
says something and something quite definite. Take any poet or writer

u fancy. Hero. say. or poems you have read over many times. The wordshive lost meaning and life through years of repetition. Now take the
poem and t pe out selected passages. Fill a page with excer ts. Now cut
the page. on have a new poem. As man poems as you li e. As many
Shakespeare Rimbaud poems as you like. ristan Tzara said: "Poet for
everyone". And André Breton called him a cop and expelled him rom
the movement. Say it again: "Poetry is for everyone". Poetry is a place
and it is free to all cut up Rimbaud and you are in Rimbaud's place.
Here is a Rimbaud poem cut up.
"Visit of memories. Only your dance and your voice house. On the
suburban air improbable desertions . . .

all harmonic pine for strife.
The great skies are open. Condor of vapor and tent spittin blood laugh
and drunken penance. Promenade of wine perfume o ens sow bottle.
The great skies are open. Supreme bugle burning fles children to mist."
Cut ups are for everyone. Any body can make cut ups. It is ex erimontal
in the sense of being somethingto do. Right here write now. at some-
thin to tell: and argue about. Greek philosophersassumed logically that
an o iect twice as heavy as another obiect would fall twice as fast. lt did
not occur to them to push the two objects off the table and see how they
fall. Cut the words and see how they fall. Shakespeare Rimbaud live in
their words. Cut the word lines and you will hear their voices. Cut up!



 

often come through as code messages with special meaning for the cut~
ter. Table tapping? Perhaps. Certainly an improvement on the usual
deplorable performance of contacted poets through a medium. Rimbaud
announces himself to be followed by some excruciatingly bad poetry.
Cutting Rimbaud's words and you are assured of good poetry at least it
not personal appearance.
All writing is in tact cut ups. A colla e of words read heard overhead.
What else? Use of scissors renders t?Ie process explicit and subiect to
extension and variation. Clear classical prose can be composed entirely
of rearranged cut ups. Cutting and rearranging a page of written words
introduces a new dimension into writin enabling the w.-iter to turn
images in cineramic variation. Images shi?t sense under the scissors small
images to sound sight to sound sound to kinosthetic. This is where Rim-
baud was going with his color of vowels. And his "systematic derange-
ment of the senses". The place of mescaline hallucination: seeing colors
tasting sounds smelling forms.
The cut ups can be applied to other fields than writing. Doctor Neuman
in his Theory of Games and Economic Behavior introduces the cut up
method of random action into game and military strategy: assume that
the worst has happened and act accordingly. If your strategy is at some

point determined . . . by random factor your opponent will gain no ad-
vantage trom knowing your strategy since he can not predict the move.

The cut up method could be used to aclvanta e in processing scientitic
data. How many discoveries have been made accident? We can not

produce accidents to order. The cut ups couldy add new dimension to
films. Cut gambling scene in with a thousand ambling scenes all times
and laces. Cut baclr. Cut streets at the worl

.
Cut and rearrange the

we and image in films. There is no reason to accept a second rate

product when you can have the best. And the best is there for all.
"Poetry is for everyone" . . .

Now here is page three cut into tour sections and rearranged:

SOUND TO KINESTHETIC? WE CAN -NOW PRODUCE ACCIDENTI
TO HIS COLOR OF VOWELS. AND NEW DIMENSION TO FILMS

_.

CUT THE SENSES. THE PLACE OF SAND. GAMBLING SCENES ALL»
TIMES COLORS TASTING SOUNDS SMELL STREETS OF TH
WORLD. WHEN YOU CAN HAVE THE BEST ALL: "POETRY IS FOR’
EVERYONE" DOCTOR NEUMAN IN A COLLAGE OF WORDS REA '{.
HEARD INTRODUCED THE CUT UP SCISSORS RENDERS 7.
PROCESS GAME AND MILITARY STATEGY. VARIATION CLEA
AND ACT ACCORDINGLY. IF YOU POSED ENTIRELY OF REA,
RANGED CUT DETERMINED BY RANDOM A PAGE OF WRITTE
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C  
 
 

 
  
  
  

HAVE BEEN MADE BY ACCIDENT IS WHERE RIMBAUD wAs
ING vym-I ORDER THE CUT ups COULD "SYSTEMATICDERANGE- -

,

MENT or THE GAMBLING SCENE IN WITH A TI:-A I-IALLUCINA. +2-
TION: SEEING AND PLACES. CUT BACK. CUT FORMS. REAR. '

RANGE THE WORD AND IMAGE TO OTH " i-
WMNG. V

ER FIELDS TI-IAN
y I_

WILLIAM BURROUGHS

 

Red’: Dozens

I like your mama, I like your sister too,
I did like your daddy, but your daddy wouldn't do,
I met your daddy on the corner the other day,
You know about that he was funny that way.

So he's a funny mistreater, a robber and a cheater,
Slip you in the Dozens, your Ea y is your cousin
And your-mamado deLory ord.

Now, now, boys say you ain't actin’ fair,
You know about that you got real bad hair,

.

Your face is all hid now your back's all here, i‘ '

If you ain't doin’ the hobo, what's your head doin down ; .

Now you're a dirty mistreater, a robber and a cheater,
_ k

_Slip you in the Dozens, ' in
And your mama do de

your mus



Max Finstein. SAVONAROLNSTUNE a The Meeting  
(L. Hellenborg. publisher: L00) 1

Gilbert Sorrentino, THE DARKNESS sunaouuos us we ,1, ,,,,,,w ,0, much of ,,,,,,,,,,,e,,_ I W, ,0 think
(J,,.-9°"; |_5o] f’ a man came stronger out of it. That might

be so. Testing the old vapidities
is not tl1e same as saying them. They come at you

, Sorrcntino and Finstein are of the same generation. Generations ‘ screaming, they cut up the soul,
' arise, out of childhood,and education, and move on, into maturity

,

injure you remorselessly: these things
and history. Death seems a line. At a particular time a particular that once lay under our surfaces waiting to be used
generation is doing its early work, then, at a particular time, it is as objects to cause laughter, are become
doing its later work. The work, here I search for a word, it irn- , fiends, they have northern eyes, blue
proves, that is it proves what it was, and it is a kind of proof, of I eyes, there is nothing at the bottom of them, they
the man, No? A sit in faces that leer obscenely, that take on

f , the faces, the shapes and declensions of friends. They speak
_ It is at last proved, and all this goes on within the generation, J__. if you will listen to them, if you can

i the proof, and the touching reproof, the acknowledgment, in the '5
_

bear it.
generation that is on its way to its future. Its future is a past
(History, like a library without windows). But its past is not
a future (it is dark in Denver when the sun rises in New York). H

Caelum non animum mutant qui trans mare currunt,
Friends. 111 M8l1’3l1X'S fiifilldl)’. DEW}? W3)’- not necessarily so, not at all so, or say that

_ “ " _ _
, ' the sky changes you. I picked up

5°“'°n"n° 53)” the “’°"d P°°“'Y °3“f°3; “mum thlnkuffi I
V

pieces of petrified wood in Arizona, climbed
don't think it's unsure, it’s hard. “Poem IS absolute predicate. ’ 9 mega um had stood there 3 million years, it was
V61’-SB is a habit. “versify” 9, u-ansitive verb. 1‘ made of clay and rose coral, on top of it, I saw

as far as I could see in all directions, nothing: but
It isn’t true the truth's too hard sky, but earth, but sky and earth, meeting, the
too hard f01' what? what-9 my 0u3f‘"a“09P

. evil winds laughed at and past me. On the road you sat
The middle. we define. ‘-9 the passage in the car, the children in the car, your leg protruded

i between the probable and the necessary 1' from the open door, and I was suddenly made barren, suddenly
and the existing is H6098-Wfy ,l a terrible aloncncss, and the winds
T 1003 E10". N909-93W‘!I 5:‘ frightened me.

‘ _
.. I thought I should not see you again,

“'3 admire the W°°dP°°k°r Em" his skin: the h“mmmgb“'d f°"
. the sky was full of blood and darkness, the blue was

his beauty. the beaver for his lust I the blue of the west, our west, deadly and implacable, it was

Finstein’s book is a different thing. It is what a friend once called .« the eye of Satan’ of an false gods’ the evil eye.
"Bohemian poetry". I only met Max Finstein once but I heard,‘
a great story about how he put down a square in Santa Fe. The. _'l I"
poems are mostly about marijuana and Springtime, and are
certainly not confusing. ‘A He said he could give up everything

except he could not give up anything
GEORGE STANLEY T" when the test was made of him. He

.« isaquiet man,Iused to mistake 



that for strength
when I was younger.
I mistook it for solidity
and thought all stronger
men were silent. I have alwaystalked, too much, and hated
it in myself. But what is speech
but the release of strength
that threatens to destroy us?
What is speech but
the incantation that can make
men out of mud and mountains

out of slime and nothingness?
"Still waters run deep”, is a lie.
bring me the talkers, the windbags,
confessors and liars, the

men who talk all night and all day
who do nothing but talk, who
won’t sto even when they have no more
to say, s‘ ence

is no more than the lid
of the garbagecan.

IV
I touched you, it was as if
I had never touched anything, you

were water, there was a smell of water
on them

in your hair, your hands
were quick and nervous
fragile to hold and there was water

I want to shatter the winds
that prey on us I reach

through years for your hand.
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The Memory
A smell of apricots that brings a

.to mind. To the eye. Words twist In the all‘
in tortured anagrams
shards fall into your life
that once had meaning
you think. You are arrested and your face
is brought to bear on all of it. This man

that man. A woman is in it Somewherfi
for the asking but the apricots overpower
you, the sentences clamor, voices,
voices.

The air shifts, you thought you were
in the street, you are in a room. What T00!“
canitbe,itseemsfamiliar,iti5f'111
of a distant smell, sweet and thin
and these anagrams
are falling into patterns, of course
are in a room, this is a smell of apricots.
They bring a place

_to mind. These voices are meamngless.
are tortured problems twisting in an‘.

GILBERTSORRENTINO

 



NOTES ABOUT WORKING AND WAITING AROUND

Departure
It was a day very much like this one, a bright sun and bold

shadows on the buildings, and crisp air, when five people stood
in the bus depot in San Francisco, all going somewhere together,
going away. Three of them, children, stayed close to one another
holding hands sometimes. They looked about the station, watched
the eople eating sandwiches, playing with the gum machines,
wat ed the porters carry suitcases and bags and swee up
cigarette butts from the floor. Watched the dark lazy-eyed ne-

groes lean casually against the walls or pillars, slight mysterioussmiles on_ their faces, not eager to please but prompt, when a
dollar hailed past, in the form of a heavy set white in a rush,
or a lady whose luggage was too heavy for her slender legs and
high. heels: The studied casualness, and the promptly expert way,of discardingtliose who would not be willing to pay to have their
luggage carried. The flick of a dark lash, over that mysterious
eye, was all the registration of this experuzicss. And the way theydrefsedi th0se_experts. Sharp. Vt/ork clothes are, by almost every
ones expectation, rough, cotton, shirt, and pants, uniform, mat-
erial and out. But no. Not these workers. Sharp, and the hatslEoft soft sweaters. So clean. Too clean, how do they stay so clean,
or the kind of work they do, most of us would get dirty, dirt

from the booming busted city carried in on the lu age, on the
bottom of the shoes of these transients, in the pa ms of their
meandering hands gloved or bare.

Well, have asked the question, so I must give the answer.
Priimtives make very good hypochondriacs, a probable con-

sequence of their distant removals, their shiftings, their dedicated
stealth in foreign scenes. They won’t touch our goods, have you
We!‘ noticed that. O, I know, they have cars, an axiom, what I
mean instead is, they float with it, never touching, their hands
are gloved. whenlthey buy anything it must be, if it comes
from us, certified. This is a very general tnith, of course. But
I have known many Esquiinaux who find the way Mexicans cook,
repulsive. That Mexicans use the entrails and minor parts of
animals; goats, chickens, calves, Esquimaux, can't stand that, and
gag. Esquimaiix, can you imagine tliatl This repulsion prevails
after they come ponderously, waddling down from the white
dusty north with their lungs full of TB, and where they then
live in pea shacks of the lertile Wasliington coast, when theydevelop a scrupuloiisness I have seen, it is of the mind, a queasii
ness of the stomach. And when you suddenly appear at the door
of their little green shacks on a rainy northwest night, and are
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  invited into the cheery interior for a cup of tea, their beloved"
beverage, they will finally get around to it, the glint, the telling
you of all the atrocious eating going on in the next shack where
the Mexican has just eaten a dish of the entrails of a goat, and
haw haw how they didn't scrape them too well before oooldn .

Furthermore, how you could even taste the excrement, and -

n:i|!_v, the ultimate intimation—the Mexican is a Primitive.
And then one of the children, the oldest one, discovers an auto-

matic photographic machine which takes four pictures for a

quarter. The departure is an hour or so away yet, so the father
relcnts and they take pictures. In one of the pictures the partial
face of father is visible, and also his hand as he attempts to hold
the youngest boy in range of the camera, which governs itself
and clicks along like an automatic thing. Their eyes are bright
in all four pictures, and all the children are fair, have a high
awareness look in their eyes, for they are all going away some-

where, not in search of trinkets, no, in search of the little nothings
of searching, remember they are young.

Searching, searching, the world turns around. This morning,
four years later, I went out looking for a few days work and
I saw this man sitting in a chair by the window, and he said “Hi,
man" and nodded to me, then I went over to talk to him, sitting
myself on the window ledge not seeing the sign DO NOT SIT
ON WINDOW LEDCE. I thought, here's a nice little bum. And
now, sitting down, turned in the op site direction I could read
all the posters of the employment mean, as we talked along,
"went through Chi on my way out this time, not a thing there
now, I starved, two three years ago it was an easy go through
there, but not anymore” as I was reading the sign HAVE YOU
TOLD US EVERYTHINGand, BETTER NOW THAN LATER,
BF. SURE, REMEMBER: FINES, IMPRISONMENT, PENAL-
TIES. He was from Virginia, and was saying, “Man I work in
mines, coal mines, but they shut them all down, oil & gas is what
they buy now” as I read the sign TAKE TIME TO THINK,ARE
YOU REALLY ELIGIBLE FOR UNEMPLOYMENT BEN-
EFITS, RE.\‘IE$\‘lBER: FINES, IMPRISON.\/IENT, PENAL-
TIES. So then I says well look here, I knew two hardrock miners
once in Butte, they loved it, but one of them had silicosis, you
know they have a hnsiptal there especially for the ones who get
it, they are very well taken care of I hear, not that vou want
silicosis, but there seems to be quite a turn over, somebody dies
and they have to replace him, and I have even heard not every-
body gets it. He di( n’t go for that. Said, “I think I'll head down
toward Farmington, I heard it was a good place." Then I said
I don't know, I've iicver been there. lll‘il.(llllg the sign ARE YOU
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ELIGIBLE. MAKE SURE REMEMBER: FINES IMPRIS N-MENT PENALTIES! ’ 0

So I said, look man there's nothing here and you look tired,let me buy_you some eggs. He ate two eggs, and there was a mix.
up over his getting some bread to go with them because hehad said he didn't want toast, ‘'1 can't eat it, hurts my mouthliliolitleltllat means it hurts my teeth, as you can see, they're kinda

And then I like a fool said you know you ought to
, _

. go toCalff0ml3. you could probably find what you want there, andbesides, you could go to a mission and get a nice bowl of sou or5°:‘d°th1“g t° “fife I11? I822 Out of your stomach. He nodd iii-
cr ulously, saying: ‘Yeah? I never pulled that, is it really anygood?” Sure it is, all you have to do usually is listen to a littleFor-mon,_and sometimes sing a hymn or two, but that’; fun, it’;
“D *0 mg. with a hymn or two and a bowl of soup you're lifted

up. He wasnt sure. He thought he'd go to Faririington. I toldhim again. I didn't know about Farmington.
d “Then I paid for the eggs and bread, and gave him a half10 Hi! to get clothes washed so he could hitch-hike in clean
c E. Told him where the lauridro-mat was. I shook his hand
w ic was very limp because he instinctively knew it was the kiss05 llldas, for lsnt a bed a bed, and can't anyone sleep in it, and
even though I told him I was on the edge myself, wasn't I living
in an actual structured house where the fuzz never thought of
comipg to check anything, wasn't my white shirt white, andwasnt _I the biggest ass in the world at that moment, and whatright did I have to shake the wondering angel's hand? And then
I saw my own sign THE PHRASE OF THE ABOMINABLE —GOOD LUCK: 'REMEMl'3ER FINES IMPRISONMENT PEN-
ALTIES! There is no case in leaving, ghostlv fingers rub the spineof your intentions, but those who can go T0, are few in number
110W. and strange, in character.

Construcfion
Destiny is humiliating.” It is like knowledge, stale andbrutal. But I take it to be the truth, at least one t:nith, and not

a simple one. And, to have nothing to do with Fate. Becausethat, whether one is a fatalist or not, is still a pretty well settled
and personal aifair. It is also said, “He that dies pays all debts.” 7

I

Fate then is allied with doom, and although it is tirin to fret adistinction, the point is that many of us hope for a brig t destiny.and there are bright destinies. One hopes Doom will wait.
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It is a clear day. The sun has shone all week and now, today,
is Wednesday. We sit between two construction shacks eating the
mid-day sandwich. The plumber finishes a speech in favor of
government intervention in Little Rock. Fletcher makes the repl :
“Sure, they'll let six coons into that school, and when those -

ers get some shivs up ’em at first they'll be stunned, but after
a while they'll see this is just what they wanted all along, and
then they'll like it a lot, they'll carry shivs too. Then it will be
very interesting won’t it, everybody will have shivs up ’em." Can
you think of a better arrangement? said the plumber.

The plumber pours himself another cup of cofiee. Sitting
against the building on the newly poured just-set cement, Wilbur,
the head-carpenter, and foreman of the job, looks around. And
smiles. He has more im rtant things on his mind. Yes. Wilbur
is quietly and innocent y eating a sandwich. Once in a while
he surveys the job, probably trying to keep a mental account of
where he has got to so far, and what is left to be done, the prob-
able order of the work remaining, and so forth. But he needn't.
Because inside the shack is a rather deeply detailed account on
a grand instruction sheet of all order, and procedure. No doubt
the innocent believing architect thought along the same lines,
when he sat at his studious board, but he needn't have either,
because back of him too was the man with the “spondulix by the
mountainload”, to say what was what. Yet they are both respected
men in their fields, the architect and the foreman, so why should
one disturb it. As they conceive it, they "have a job to do.”

The project is the new Safeway Store at S . . . . ,
those letters

are stencilled in black ink on the crates of material standing about
the shack, tar for the roof, insulation to go under the tar, nails
8 inches long, double-lieaded nails, plumbing fixtures, in other
words, materials.

The back-to-work whistle (12:25 p.m.) blows at the S . .

Iron Works. Wilbur closed his lunch pail and looked about be-
cause he must have known he was cheating. The men quit work
not with the get-ready whistle, which would have been proper
if they were going back to work with the prepare-toga-back
whistle. The men rise groaning with various comments they use
on these occasions, and with studied reluctance, prepare to re-
turn to work. Because they know they are being cheated. And
by being studious about it, slow, and premeditated, they oom-
pensate themselves in their consciences; they must keep a mental
balance of their riiatcrials too, i.e., their labor. And of course,
they also needn't. For the reigning philosophy is, if you don't
wanta work, get the hell off the job. No, they needn't. They will
already be working when the back—to-work whistle blows.
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and look at that car, he'll choke one day, I hope. See how his hat
comes down over his ears?” I looked at the man again, he did
look a little silly but then so many people do.

My hands were on a great chunk of concrete and I was aware
someone was standing close by. It was Phil. My arms were strain-
ing with the piece. He said, “Don't lift that, son. You don’t know
it now, but it can hurt you in ways that won't show up for twenty
years. Here, let me break it in two with the hammer.”He lifted
the 18 lb. hammer above his head and pounded the rock. A tinycrack appeared in the grey cement. In that moment I thoughtof myself old, like Phil, pounding the concrete, and the imageof age, brokenness, and I too had a dirty old hat on like Phil and
there I was, giving some young man not yet born advice on how
to preserve the body, for what‘? Well, do you have to understand?
Just because, is the answer. just that I hope there will be some
tenderness left among us. I too will be that time nearly done in
with it. (Suddenly I think—what contractor am I working for?)
To be able to crack a chunk of cement and perhaps save a youngfool's back for him because he is straining against the inert for
reasons too personal to be of any value, and because by that time
I may feel if I have any of myself left that I have a son simplybecause I will behold youth and will be about to die from forty
years at the hammer, from strains older than myself. And how
it finally is no different than what went on on the banks of the
Irtish three centuries running, except for the being there. Thank
God for that son. It keeps me alive, and the cement is a weird joybecause of it. The lifting a pleasure. The purification of the
downcast and the used, is of course brutal and unrefined.

The sun again, very hot. As we work Fletcher looks over to
the mountains now and again, and I watch him, I watch him
while he watches the mountains, I see the mountains in him, all
that wild wandering of the eyes, when men are caged either
inside themselves or in a barrier of other men’s making, and
realize that, with very little drama, you attain coniinment. There
is one great sloping hump of wooded earth back of S

. . . . .but
I don't know the name of it. It is the mountain he is talking about
when he says sometimes he looks at the mountain and tears fill
his eyes. Tears are in his eyes now. The mountain and the tears.
I see them and think of his terrible plans, he is such a confined
man, more caged than the exception, because he doesn't have the
godliness of the murderer, that power of primal enactment where
everything is an angelic exchange, as Ccnct says. That's why
I love the downcast so much I think, because they lack that
assuming case which derives from superiority. They are stuck
with the vast looming bulwark of “can't do", that awful pin
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  around which the universe is caught and spins. Just as they do.
He says he would like to have a pack horse and sleeping bag.-
some rations to be able to take oif onto that mountain. to roam.who knows what you could find? (that is another thing I lilac
about the downcast, their sentimentality, I mean SENT1MEN-
TALITY,it seems so much more Earthly, than the starlcness, the
deliberateness of the successful, with their “can do”, but than
tragedy is a deeper thing to me than comedy, although I have
heard it argued the other way. “The images of the world are
beautifuller from my side.")

He asked: “Do you think maybe you could get up on one
to those ridges and follow it on and on ridge after ridge until
you came all the way to the Rockies, do you suppose, in goodweather, packing along, you could make it?”

No, you couldn't. Because the limited range of the Cascades
runs north and south. So do the Rockies, they are parallel, and
separated from each other by a wide, dry plateau, it could only
be crossed, Fletcher, by such a zeal as was choking the life out
of those people who came after furs, and farms, and land, and
what ever fuel they could find for their amazing greed, you could
never do it, because you want to go there for simply the great
yearning of ti, it is useless. I am afraid it's true that it has to have
a use, but forget it, let your burning eye rove that area, you will
be there even quicker that way, I have seen the Rockies, and
they aren't worth it, all settled and fixed, no upheavals anymore,
mere prominences seen from a jet. But if you ever go to Spokane,
you will see what separates you from your desire.

He didn't seem to be too let down, but he thought about it
for a while, staring.
Old Man

While he was speaking, with his chin down on his chest
like a tired old walrus, I looked around the room, into the back
of the tavern at the card tables, where other old men sat in
groups playing pinocle, or staring out into only a sidestreet
restaurant, a vacant beauty salon, and possibly the back side of
the drug store. In this season the long slow rains begin to fall,
and the sun if it comes out, comes late in the evening going down
into the pacific, thus for a few brief minutes, as it passes between
the horizon and the cover of dark clouds. it casts fabulous autumn
shadows, and sometimes the rain shadows stop abruptly duringthat time, and then the sun shadows run swiftly out into everylength of canyon and draw, down every town street and countryroad, shining through cobweb windows of barns onto the back!



of sleepy cows slowly switching their tails, and it is a swiftrunning, these shadows make, and they are soon gone, but some-times the shadows lengthen and linger on in the heart, after therain has begun again. Then one remembers the lostling smellof burning leaves, and the dryer shadows on other streets several
years back, it is the pace that comes of sitting, and listening tothe soul as it meanders back and forth through its former homes."My Cecilia would have been eighty-two if she were amongthe living, and perhaps she still is, although I haven't heard fromher since I last saw her and I was a much younger man then.When I saw her last she was failing, she wasn't quite as robust
as I am, we were standing on the dock watching the seagulls,and it was then she told me she had decided to go back to Eng-land to be with her sisters in her last days."

“Was the very same dock she was standing on when I first
saw her years before, she was as innocent as a cradle flower then,and when she left to go back to England she was still as good
a woman as ever trod shoe leather, but tiring she was, and fail-ing. In those days we took the steamers to Alaska, that's how wespent our honeymoon, we both worked on the ships, and thenfor years we were on the Belle of the Yukon, but in those dayseverything was alive and we used to stand by the railing andwatch the seals play, and watch the little dots of Islands of the
inner passage go by, covered with hemlocks and firs, and oncein a while we would glimpse a crumbling totem pole staringback at us through the thick brush growing along the beach’sedge. And we would smile and hold hands much like everyonehas, but we were in a cold damp land and it drew us togethertoward each other’s warmth, she was my beacon light in mists,and for years I would wink at her, and we would exchangewhispered words briefly in the companionways. But one dayI saw her standing far ahead in the bows, staring olf into thelow spirit light of the aurora and I know now she was thinkingof the shore of England and her sisters there. She spent much ofher time brooding after that, it was a revery I could never pen-etrate. And we stood at the rail no more, the playing of the tems,
on the shore, the swimming of the sea lions, and the soft layingto and fro of the ship where we had spent so many endless days
were no more our mutual song, we each heard a different tune.It is fifteen hundred miles up the Yukon, and the Belle was aphaddle wheeler. Lots of tourists came to see the northern lights,

e people liked the northern lights.”Of course, that was long ago, I thought to myself. But in anabstract way I wondered if people still go to see the northernlights, what a marvelous ideal Imagine that, seeing them right
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 underneath the stark-white pole dome. Then I recalled the factthat didn't somebody lie about making it to the north pole? And
imagine that too, what a fabulous lie. A lie I would have loved
to tell. Who was it Cooke or Perry? I think I saw his picture once
on the cover of one of those men's magazines, 3. great hoary face
stickin out, frozen beard, wild eyes, his eye was on the lie of
the poo, and underneath THIS MAN WAS A LIAR. It in am-
azing to me as I sit here. But I suppose anybody who went to thepole nowadays would be far more critical than they were anyfifty, sixty years ago. In any event I just can't imagine anbeing in a position today of telling such a wonderful lie. The
means of checking up on such a posibility are staggerin ."Oh Mae,” Bob called, “bring us another round and a nker,will you please?” "Can I buy you some cigaretcs?” he asked me.No, that wont be necessary I told him, lm rolling them myself.Mae ambled over and shoved a quarter in the juke before she
came on to our table, than Bob had to repeat the order. She wasmaking a sort of jazzy action with her mouth. I think she waschewing gum.

Still, we sit here at a round table with a black oil cloth. It
isn't time to leave yet. I am still thinking of the north pole, butlooking out, through the window, out over the town to
Hill. (\’Vhen I think of prospects I remember always that greatestof all lines in literature—“Kresler was shaving himself, one eyefixed on Paris.”) There is a “B” formed of stones on its side.
The bill is owned by a little man who goes to the top of it everyday to look down over its sides, he srrrveys, in a sense, what he
owns. Then he drives back down, stops his junky old car and
stands and looks back up.

Actually this has been an unusual season. The rain is coming
a little later this year. There has been an expanse of indian sum-
mer, walking has been a pleasure, the stars bright after the sun
has gone to sleep, From now on though hte rain will come a con-tinuing soundless falling, and then the weather will be an in-
trigue. Up in the heavy evergreen chill of morning with the
rooster, to bed in the sodden mistyeyed evening with the goat.And the smoke will hang in curls, of afternoons. Ah, the strangerural air of the northwest.

Bob leans toward me, "I owe them four dollars here," hewhispers. "I got my pension from the institution today, I get 13.75
you know. I paid them all up save 2.20. Then I had some drinks.
Sometimes I help them out here with the empty bottles, and inthat way help pay the bill a bit.”

He rose from his chair like an illustration of memory. and
walked ponderously into the back room where he took some
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empty bottles from a table, and carried them to the bar. Mae
took them, a frown on her face. At that moment hearing the long
disheartening trumpet call of a lifetime, I turned my head again,
awa_v, because I couldn't stand to watch him, still at a paltry
kind of work in the advancing scores of years, and I too, set to
thinkingof Cecilia, of a beautifulwoman, and the inevitable pas-
sa cs upon rivers and seas, and of Bob's yearning wistful bones
be eaguered by an insensitive side of a continent. A continent the
first landfall of which yielded wind, yielded harshness, driving
the ships “bendingnine days out”, from the “river colored water”.
Where men came originally after so sly a thing as fur.

Oh, Gray, Vancouver, jewitt, were there any Cecilias back

pf yopr exploding magazines, or was Lady Trade your sole shared
over

Bob made the wonderful path of the midnight sun with his
open hand, sweeping down to kiss the horizon, and then off again,
to another season. “When we got back to Whitehorse, it was briefly
like the old days, and that was the last close time we had together,
and we both thought it would have to do, for all the rest of our
days. Because then we left for Seattle, and I have already told
you of her decision.”

I ordered another round of beers and a banker for Bob.
“Happy days!” he said.
The best for all of us, I said.
The men here are bums and they are loitering. Hopefully, of

course. What they plan to do ultimately is, nothing, but there is a
firmer quality than that, although it isn't any more important. It
is -—Hopc. Hope is a strange thing, and it is also a more limited
thing, since the Christians took it over as a virtue. But I still find
it in its pure state amongst these bums loitering here. And with
them I say it retains its pure state because, they use it, and it uses
them. That is the only difference, Hope never has a chance to use
the Christian, because he has outwitted it. Long ago, but with
thesebums standing in front of the employment agency, where I
came this morning and met them, thinking to get on a hay-
making crew, Hope is sitting under their old hats, waiting on time.

But not to go to work. Not at all. That. least of all. But they
are there anyway, watching me, who docs want to go to work, to
be in the fields, with the larks, and crows.

Tennessi was talking to a large group of indifferent men, he
preached, had the air of an evangelist. He was talking about
Heaven —-“That’s forever, you know, forever, it never never ends, ,

it goes up and never comes down again, the old boxcar rattles on
and finally comes smack up against something, I don't know,
maybe Ogden, or Pocatello, or Spokane, but when that boxcar
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comes hump'n in that's all! End of the line. That’: why I‘ I ll
I-Ieaven one of these days and then you won't see me anymore. 0. l '

more toy trips on little red cabooses ridin’ down the line to mac
and more calabooses, no no, when old Tennessi looldn' down from
up there, smile back. Tomorrow may not come here. but than.
it's NOW, and that's a fact." And he smacked his palms

As he looked around, Tennessi also said, “If they wants work.
letum."

I looked at his partner, Marty. We smiled at each other.
Marty wound his finger around his ear, smilin ,

and pointed at
Tennessi. Tennessi smiled too. then came amb ing over, sa

"Mart, lets go pick up some bottles, some Swepts layin around
here and there, we might get enough to cop a beer in the local
cigar store, we could cool it there, what d'ya say?“

Marty was pulling on a thin cigarette he had just rolled, he
thought for a minute, considering it, then he shifted his thin body
to rest on the other leg and gave Tennessi a long slow look of
contempt. “We don’t know the movement, anyway I thought we

came over here to make dollars."
“Aw, crap, we can move all over this burg while they take

water." Tcnnessi walked over by the building and sat down on
the concrete.

He shut his eyes while he talked on, "I was over at the
Father’s house this morning, mowed his lawn, I said look 'ere,
Father, you got something a poor wandering unfortunate can do
to put a little substantial in his stomach? Meaning me. The Father,
hell what a layout .Big lawn too. He got out the power-mower
and we tried to get it started but somethingmust have been wrong
with the carburetor. I don’t know, we screwed around with it for
:1 half hour and then the Fatherleft and I finished takin’ themower

apart, aw it was a mess, I never did get it back together, didn't
even try too much, it was ruined I guess, not worth a damn, any-
way. He had a hand mower there so I used that. Maybe it only
needed gas. Then, I got to thinking, why don't we make the
apples over the mountains, Mart, lota money those travelers
make, laaahda money, the booster was telling me about it the
other day, you know the booster? I showed him to you the other
day didn’t I, he had a full bag, he’s always got a full bag, said to
me the other day, Tennessi, why don't you go to boostin’, I said
hell, I couldn’t, I'd get caught the first damn time I tried it, you
know what that bastard said then Mart, he said you ain't got no
confidence.” Tenncssi slapped his leg and rolled along the side-
walk in the debris of tobacco sacks and gum wrappers.

We stood around under the bright sky, waiting. 9:15 and
nobody had come in or called in for workers, it was probably
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getting too late. But Hope went on as she does spinning ease in
the minds, a tiny event in which Ease, the wonderful jingly sled
pulls up and a rich lady wrapped in otter and ermine signals to
us, Ha Ha, that's her, the laclv's name is Hope.This time it was a very old man who could hardly walk evenwith the aid of a cane, and who was wearing black glasses. He
said in a thin squeaky voice, "Would one of you fellows like to
go to work?" Marty looked at Tennessi, Tcnncssi looked at the
old man and said, “I'm just waitin’ for my chaullcur.”

One of the men wearing an immense black hat and largelogging shoes stepped forward. He was otherwise much smaller
even than the old man. He said bravely, "Ill take the job." Then
the very old man and the man with the immense black hat went
on into the oflice because this all had to he recorded, for the
records. I should tell you that the very old man had arrived in
a taxi.

No. it is too late now. The clean shaven fanners aren’t coming
to hire anyone today. The street is quiet in both directions, nopickup trucks to be seen. A steady hissing of air comes from thefillingstation across the street where the busy attendant is greasing
a car, walking back and forth underneath, pulling the black hose
with one hand, stooping now and then to apply the gun to a fitting.Suddenly Tennessi said, “Look! He’s holding the old man’s
cane for him, and he’s takin' his packages too, now he's holdin' his
suitcase. What the hell is this, l1e_v did you hear that. he asked
Black Hat if he’s got a car to drive him home in, he's goin’ to mow
a lawnl" And Tenncssi stood open mouthed, staring at the two men
as they came out of the building, this time the little man in the
immense black hat was also holding the very old man by the arm.

EDWARD DORN

SOME NOTES ON OLSON’S MAXIMUS

1
Eyes have a major place in this work as anyone familiar with it
will know. And despite the easiness of the pun, an ‘eye’ here is ‘I’,
not the singular psychologic misfit of contemporary society — but
the major tens of relation to external world, in just the sense that
as one sees a thing,he may then deal with it or be dealt with by it,
in a manner to which he is a party. In that way Olson makes clear.
early in the poems, that:

polis is
e . . .

And also:
There are no hierarchies, no infinite. no such many as mass,

[there are only
eyes in all heads,
to be looked out of.

. .

Polis, at first a town, grows in no sense otherwise -— it is never more
than the aggregate of people who have so joined themselves
together, and its members efine it. Their perception constitutes
their city.
There is another point to be made in this respect. ]'ohn Bumet in
his Early Creek Philosophy characterizes the Pythagorean con-
cept of society in this way:

In this life there are three kinds of men, just as there are three
sorts of people who come to the Olympic Games. The lowest
class is made up of those who come to buy and sell, and next
above them are those who come to compete. Best of all,
however, are those who come to look on ( ) . . .

Bumet then claims these last as proving the significant relation to
science — but it is most to the point to see that seeing here is not
a passive act akin to spectacles—it is :1 looking in order to see in
the place (in situ), and to understand in that way.

2
Olson's kinship with Pythagorean thought, and with the
Socratic sense of world more generally, is very marked. It occurs
as a reference directly in, for example, an early poem, The Praises,
wherein are found these proposals:

What has been lost
is the secret of secrecy, is
the value, viz., that the work get done, and quickly,
without the loss of due and profound respect for
the materials . . .
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-v-r:r:--, The danger he sees here is that "dispersion which follows from/too many having too little/ knowledge . . “What is necessary is!containment,/ that that which has been found out by work may,by work,/ be passed on/ (without due loss of force)) for use..."Or a ain:

Vhat belongs to art and reason is
the knowledge of

consequences . . .It is a sense of use, which believes knowledge to be neces-sarily an active fonn of relation to term, with the corollary, thatall exists in such relation, itself natural to the conditions. It isnot, then, knowledge as a junk-heap, or purposcless accumulationof mere detail—which seems to derive too frequently from themanner of classification which follows upon the pre-Socraticworld-view. It is knowledge used as a means to relate, not sep-arate—which senses must, per se, prove very different. That iswhy the term, use, is to be met with so frequently in Olson'swriting.
3

The pre—Socratics had also the question of nominalization todeal with. Parrnenides of Elea gives a good sense of it:The thing that can be thought and that for the sake ofwhich the thou ht exists is the same; for you cannotfind thought wit out something that is, as to which it isuttered . . .All of Tyrian Businesses seems to me much involved by thisquestion, as this quotation will illustrate:There may be no more names than there are objectsThere can be no more verbs than there are actions...And, too, the use in this section of Maximus of a particular-izing vocabulary (e.g. "futtocks, we call 'em" or “the honey inthe lion, the honey/ in woman...”) forces thought to specifictem1s—much against a progress of easy, generalized understand-ing. W'ords, here, are forced to be seen specifically.This character of language—and the use of language—ismuch to be found throughout Maximus, and as well in the writingbefore it. One such instance in earlier work is the first part ofABCS, like this:
b l a c k elaatdla peck of storage batteries ’fore

e . . .All meaning is local to an instance, wherefrom it derives butalso, whereto it returns. If a writer promotes a sense of languagethat floats in a middle way, neither here nor there, he is reason-
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ably to be suspected. It becomes clear that this emphasis in oneOlson shares with Williams (“No ideas but in things...") andwith Pound who has given much emphasis to the roblem ofterminology, an aspect of nominalization. It is Po who tellsof Santayana, that he had said, it doesn't so much matter whatbooks th read in college, say, so long as they read the somebooks-an?thereby have means for a common reference for terms.That we greatly lack at present, and our society tends to giveprizes to men who can think up new ‘terms’ for old ones, notreally changing anything at all but further confusing the so-called issue, a bothersome kind of euphemism.)“Letter 5” in Olson's Mayan Letters is another referencefor this question—and a very useful one for those who have meansto check it. There Olson says the problem is “to bring any time soabreast of us that we are in this present air, going straight out,of our selves, into it.
.
.” In fact, that might well serve as a senseof the purpose in The Maximus Poems themselves, and it is nofluke that such a thing had been on his mind. He felt than(March 8, 1951) that a too simple “nominat1'on" and/or name-reference as part of a traditional use of ‘history’ would fail torealize that, as he saw it, the shift had become "substantive"(i.e., broke free of ‘great men’ to consider the question of maize,

as in Carl Sauer's work)—a parallel to what men in the alliedfields of anthropology, archaeology, geography, physics, etc., hadalready begun to document toward the end of the 19th century.I.e., the world had been prior to its reference in historical texts,where too often its use was simply “the passage of time & time'sdreary accumulations by repetition..." A man writing had now
to find his ‘names’ in terms that would free them for use now-
not simply leave them caught in the trap of the ‘past’. Thereference, in that way, could no longer be a question of memory.I find myself hammering at this for several reasons, as 1) the
use of historical materials in Maximus will not be realized until
one understands that they are being brought into a context of the
present—-no one is ‘going back’ to them, nor is there any questionof the ‘good old days’; and 2) that just as Mencius can say, howis it far if you think it, so Olson: how is it past, if you think it.All that can inhabit the present, is present. That is why, Isuch documents as ]ohn Smith’s"The Sea Marke” or the list ofwhat the fourteen men left at Stage Head had for provisions progiven literally—to see as of now, else we see nothing sufficientlyof that literal ground we occupy, a place accomplished by men.In that there may well be much of time, perhaps, yet those men
are there too, and by no simple trick of language-we do notfinally have to remove ourselves to a future, in which we will
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all be dead, to understand that fact. All is, as it is, where it is,
when it ls—and the dead in that rwpect do bury the dead, alto-
gather.

4

A parallel statement is Gertrude Stein's comment: “...the
making of a portrait of anyone is as they are existing and as they
are existing has nothing to do with remembering any one or
anything..." In Maximus the “portrait” is a place, Gloucester,
with all that may thereto be related—first of all, men, since " lis
is/ eyes . . .", and then the ‘measure’ of those men and that p ce,
as:

I measure my song,
measure the sources of my song,
measure me, measure
my forces . . .

or the literal ‘mapping’ of Letter, May 2, 1959, and as well, the
sense that “metric then is mapping, and so, to speak modern
cant, congruent means of making a statement.. ."

5

Again, in an earlier poem, Concerning Exaggeration, or How,
Properly, To Heap Up, Olson has this question, “how/ can yoube otherwise than/ a metaphor. .." The sense of the sign that
men make as, and of, themselves continues into Maximus, and is
also an explanation of Maximus himself—the metaphor for a man
not simply ‘large’ but more, the gorean ‘looker-on’, the
measurer of terms and relationships. In that sense he stands at
the apex of human activity in this same order.

(I do not propose a catalogue of all such ‘metaphors’ in
the poems, but this way of thinkingof it may help to explain the
Ferrini section—where Ferrini proves token, or sign, for one
kind of activity and its apparent value and the Burke section,
as another. Men are to this extent consistently the face they wear,
and the which they do, in the place given them. Anecdotes
have a like nation I think, as here.

was such a man
he was embarassed
to ask for the rent...

They make a vocabulary of activities, which in turn are freed
from category by virtue of their being local.)
54

8

Were the poems simply social criticism, they would not be
very interesting. What they do offer, and work to provide, is
just such a ‘vocabulary’ as I have mentioned. Williams has said
with persistent desperation:

The measure itself
has been lost

and we suffer for it.
We come to our deaths

in silence. ..
What does this mean. It means that we have lost control

of the very terms by which we propose to live—that we can, say,
argue 'limited war’, or defensive armament, fol’ P69-08. Which
seem the most bloated instances one can quickly think of. It
means that we are committed to sufiering and desperation for
specious reasons—since there is no reason except the duphcity of
our reference. We fear commitment, and risk of quite another
kind. It is the contrary of all this I believe Olson to know:

He left him naked
the man said, and
nakedness
is what one means

that all start up
to the eye and soul
as though it had never
happened before

ROBERT CREELEY

 



Two PoemsOne writes when
an idea comes to the head—

idea somewhere in the blues
sometimes in the trash can

in the basement
I have the idea of fire-
So what?

When I saw the rotted cartons
that used to have coffee

in the basement,
I took the torch and fumigator-That ended the stench-—

Idea—IIelll I can think myself there
I have an idea if the

cardboard boxes in thecellar would never
combust

then I have no idea at all.
idea to ideogramwhen I come back from the cellar

I know of the sewer and the drainage-Let me drain myself of my words and nouns
so that they will not encumberyouLet me draw out with lines and pulleys
so thatyou will ask: let me see thatForget the orange and the blue in the flames

and let us concentrate on the results.
Have you burned that stufl out-

that giddy laugh—?Do you have to go out on the roof to watch
incandescent light bulbs and orange bodies
going on to jaundiceand hepatitis-Or would you from your roof top like to step

into that ap’t?Binoculars are not used just to peekthey are only a means
one eye by one

And when binoculars hit at someone
it doesn't hit her

because the eyes are looking past.The eyes looking through the rain drops-
latcr on the river Charles-—

And the police come to pick uphara-kiri man on the bridgeI was there and Andy was there.
Andy speculated and I observed.

\Vc both went for coffee then to the bungalow.
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He took his pill and didn't write
because said he: I don't know what to think

of modern verse
myself given into the classical line.

But I saw no library around save for ‘How-to-do-it—'
And I knowing how to do it way down deep went home

after eating a fc\v peanuts.
I went home and sat down with pencil.
Yet Andy says he prefers to take the typewriter

to recall the classical line.
But at noon I pulled away.

9/14/57

Memory as Memorial in the Last
Sound-Noise
Color—Burning
Body-Odor
These are all swinging and ringingbefore me — sensations in context

of memory —- I remember the first
time I looked into the dirty cellar
window and loved my face as I saw it
at the age of five.
This is somethingno one told me
because I was there al0ne—next to a
lilacbush interwined with a grape vine.
This is structure in context of memorywhich has nothingto withburning
sensation except that a burning sensation
recorded an incident before the advent
of red eyes after periods of longstudy under the influence of any thing
you name —I remember, member, not
dis—membering— We need all sensations
but in memory. \V"l1cn I read Tiger, Tiger
in the Night I remember—Sensation
but in rnernory and oblivion only at the
last in the nothingness that is everything.

—EDWARD MARSHALL
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THE LARGEST OCEAN IN THE WORLD

Toppled. Cold dark stone, spread thru the darker night. And
night. Again he would come down. Come thru it settling fast, with-
out breathing,as disguised as the day itself had become. Sun dead.
The bright instincts. Hurdlcd, years before, after, all had formed.
Settled, theripples of weather,darkness,flesh, among the torn stones.

He came own the stairs with motors crippling his face. Where
the brain sagged, and ran into deeper colors. They spread. The
walks run together. Voices of the students. Voices of the preachers.
Voices of the simple past. Kept towards missions. All repose, re-
sponse, dulled. At last to a single dripping cock. It sat inside his
heart. And hardened at what the moon proposed. \\-‘hat the night
meant to have breathing around, and so quiet, and so sure, and
without the madness turned him inside, killed him, made him,
what you called, "a murderer”.

The street was dark, without their hands. They slept. So, the
street would not.

Whistling. He had his hands in the back pockets.
A thin man. A small boy. A naked thing for any who looked.

For any would stick theirmouths to his. Or watch him breathe.This
man, boy, self, had not come here to see you. (Where you live now.)
Had not asked you for your life, or proposed a vile connection,
i.e., “I Love You”: "Come \\-"ith Me", or simpler, “Listen, Please,
Listen To Me". But you had not lived then. Or come from where
the things set up dark words in you.This is an old song. Where the street, a wide avenue, turns and
is lost as it approaches the river. Not knowing himself, or the town.
Just what pushed him. He could move. He could move, himself.
And scream, scream, it to him. You, not some other, are like this.
V\"ere of this flesh. You, talk to him, pass him by, hold up a hand to
see what he will say. Run, from you. (From me, who came back,
now, in some fit, to play God.)

No one passed him on the street. Thcn someone did. Then a
car went by. And one with a kissing Couple slowed at a light, then
pulled quickly toward the park. (Is it meaningful to speak of form,
and say, there is :1 fomi love takes. As meaningful as the woman
slumped in the hallway, weeping, under those coarse lights, weep-
ing, for all her hurts, my own.)

How many worlds; for blood infcsts our minds. The eye is its
own creation. The fingers. There are men who live in themselves so
they thinktheir minds will create a different place of ecstasy. That
it will love them.

A ridge of trees. Tall thin lights, lighting only the tops of leaves.
Soft as it reached us. Harsh at the top, making shadows that moved
without flesh.
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A long sloping walk. His head had bent, was heat. nlwa
(They wil say that you are abstracted. That you are funny. t
you are not what you seem, but evil. And fall out drunlt Ind lick
and shed that skin. Shed it now. To this. An “X”, on the graph.
where you paused.)

Up near the theatres, where the city changed. Was softer. grewwilder, and green even beneath the darkness. A dru It an
intersection with the full white moon pressed under glut. A
tree at its edges, folding slowly. The dead fill the streets. And this
dead thoughts. I do not know this place.

Seeing no one. Not wanting any one. But you all. I want now to
have all your minds. Want now, to be them. To feel all you feel.
Think, your hundred thoughts. Sink down on your lover, and tell
about myself. Yourself. (The thin boy at the corner, undfl the
blurred lights, green tops and wires under the moon.) Seeing no
one, and wantin no one. Wanting. He could ress himself against
the darkness an suck it into himself. He co d sit down hue Ilfl
weep. He could die. He could grow older, and find himself oallnc,
more detached, disposed to sit and talk with us about himself. He
could find himself lying about his life, and see back across blood. 0
the blank marquee an quiet intersection of his discov .

You have made your move. The waters move softly here. luo clou-
warm water, barely moving. And smooth sand for miles. No can
here. Or where you came from. (We will give a date for yourlllldr
ness, stretched at the sea's edge screaming at the new nun II It
came up. VVe will say, of you, that you were always "alone".) .

To move again. Let it sink in. (Let the waters turn, theocean.
mount. Huge waves, Sll}'ll-28 douin ltreeis. So fig down beneathWlI)Ol'Oon s rawled and watc ted t te i it C tan (3 1e water’:P. .Y lllells thread the night. Hegis twistlli his hi s ' I
girl, hands in his hair. He is walking quiet y, with ' li pm
and cheeks drawn to kiss someone. (He kisses his own flfl
smells their palms.) He is putting his hands on his flanks to ho]
them jerk, as he sways gently through his night. He is a

irl, running his hand over his own body. The bell:
_

*0tglarkness. The waves draw up over all the land. But thereWllfi
one else. The girl is pulled under, and as the waters die
face down and quiet. It was getting light. More cars moved up &
streets, and he waved at one.

mnououss

 



 

Place; 5 Name:
a place as term in the order of creation
6: thus useful as a function of thatequationexample, that the “Place Where the Horse-Sacrificers Go”of the Brihadaranyaka Upanishad is worth more than
a metropolis —— or, for that matter, any moral
concept, even a metaphysical one

and that this is sofor physical & experiential reasons of
the philosophiaperennis, or Isness
of cosmos beyond those philosophies
or religious or moral systems of
rule, thus giving factors of naming
—nominativepower — G: landschaft
experience (geography) which stay truer
to space-timethanpersonalities
or biographiesof such terms as specificcities or persons, as well as the inadequacy
to the order of creation of anythingexceptnames—includingpossibly mathematics (P)
the crucialness being that these places or namesbe as arts of thebody, common, 6: capabletherefgre of having cells which can decant
total experience — no selection
other than one which is capable
of thiscommonness (pennanentlyduplicating) will work

"Story" in other words is if not superior
at least equal to ultimate mathematical
language — perhaps superior because of
cell-ness (P) In any case history(as to be understood by Duncarfs Law
to mean a) histology G: b) story)applies here, in this equational way& severely at thecomplementarityof
cosmos (complementaryto individual
or private) and not to cities or
events in the way it has, in
a mistaken secondary way, been
understood

January 5, 1962

 

BOOK ii. CHAPTER 37
1. Beginning at the hill of .\iidd1c Street the city which
mostly of wharves and houses rec-lines down to the sea. It is a - '~

on the one side by the river Annisguam, and on the other
Stream or entrance to the inner harbor. 2. In the Fort at
trance are the images of stone and there is another place near tlll ..

river where there is a seated wooden image of Demeter. The city’:
own image of the goddess, also in wood, is on a hill along the next K- H;ridge above Middle Street, between the two towers of a church

p
we,-called the Lady of Good Voyage. There is also a stone image of

Aphrodite beside the sea. It explains the annual ceremony of P
appearing before the people and going into the water in her full
and original beauty.3. But the spot where the river comes into the
sea is reserved for the s ecial Hydra called the Lcmean monsta,
the particular worship 0 the city, though it is proved to be l'_6C3ntaand the particular tablets of Poseidon, written on copper 1n the
shape of a heart, prove to be likewise new.

-— CHARLES OLSON

 
 



LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Sm?
12.3.60

We are supposed to have an exchan e a 1: ‘th
(editor: L. ]ones) we have been faithfu y rgfilggnyo‘:collzlilg:
yet have _not YUGEN for some time.

Am irate in finding your mag. on stands. What gives? Common
Imdidnurtefz’ lizafllgsmysitregiXircate. I know you are BEAT, but

S unre-ly
— out Len, MUTIN1’

D(m)mm&wg D”1zmm

oe ad . .

:aeaU'r1NY, 1 a‘L°am°u§E:f,qln§r3'§Z.§.°1LP§'§tf;J.G)u°°'l5‘lZ§:°3mt§t -
'

.emmfizeéfi fiagraxgfroppoly°°_b°l in MUTINY your impudenoe

wo..,..°k..o;‘1:.rtS;*. :..*““'°“'r"6 W is a dmww you
Paul Lott

Editor. MUTINY

HONORUoommmnaoz <=a2COO

 
 

 
 
 
 
  
   
 

   
   

  
  

  

  
 
 

CONTRIBUTORS
GEORGE STANLEY’: lint Inge collection of peelll.
eweitin publication. Hie other book The Love Root. fu
Rabbit reu. cnmrnr SORREN‘l‘fN0's first hookrru he
Us (Jargon). He reed recently at the Keufnnn YMHNI '

r
.

‘

Duncan. He alto taught a course in modern poetry this -
Vieunl Arte. STEVE JONAS’ poenn have eppeu-ed ln« - ",.
Origin, The Floating Bear. and other publieetiom. While I

I

small collection. Love, The Sea, and Other Piece: lone yen!-
BURROUGHS' Naked Lunch has already been publilhed ll 1" T T ',

_

Press. An Americen edition is scheduled to eppeer eoonyfioln ‘.5 ‘

also the author of The Exterminator (Aoerhhn). end he Soft
_

pin). SPECKLED (S ckle) RED in the well known American ' ’

pianist. EDWARD RN‘: first book of ‘poanu wu The Newly F -

V

His proee will up in an anthology 0 modern prone. Aunt Gail
1

Fiction (Corinth oolts) which is rcheduled to e pear next winter. -‘ ~

gsheiie tl;e colletigtedhriroem oi l}0£EER'l‘ Love, III -' w», 1
rec snow mu enove rthem.w o e -;

,'* smm 5-
WAR MARSHALL’: poetry his end in Measure,
Bi Table and the anthology. The our American Poetry (Grove). A 1' l‘-
pu liehed his Hellan. Heller and other poems. lest year. WILLIAM MO 7*‘
publiehi LeROI JONES’ eociologicnl study. Blues. Block & Fltln Allerflll

‘
V

winter. %I long fiction work The System of Dante’: Hell is eotning fruit
sometime in 1963.
Volumes I. ll. end III of CHARLES OLSON‘: Moadmus Poem: were hefi

 
 

  
 
 
 
 

  
 
 

 
 

 

  

   
 
 
  
 
   
 
    

   
together last you in n nmerluble collection by Jagon/Corinth.Mr. 0100!
and work: in Gloucester. Mus. The cover drawing we: done eepeclelly for
by BASIL KING.who Also did eoversfernumbense,nd6. Atpreeenthelemg
for Die Neue Sochlichkeit to subside. es. God known. it muet. ‘

 

 
  

ADDENDA
The newsletter. The Floatin Bear, and its editors, Lelloi Jones and - x
were cleared in April of o ity e etenunin from theh #7‘ "b
section of Jones‘ System oi Dante’: all and Wi liun =-- « - .“-.'
Routine. Grove Press recently eve contracts to John Re-chy
Robert Duncan, Hubert Selby r. for diverse rojecte. (
helmet, 2 leyr_; Duncan. book of poetry: elby. collection 1,Scribner‘: I initiated e new series, Fm: Editions,
Rumnkefe first novel. The Butterfly as well an the Greeley "I
is editing Corinth’: fiction entholtgfi,Avon: Garde Altering"
include such prose writer: as Fi in; Dawson, B -- « L
Selby. Creeley. Do u Woolf. Rechy, Irving Rneenthll. 3
Metcdie, Dlene Di . and otlrere. There in I good - ._"’
appearing regulerly beginning with thin issue. “At all did...

“them; Here we bury :1: alive".
wnrnr. IS YOUR N57 Mr. v

_
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